Top Stone:
Loose Naturally Placed Native Stone. $D_{50} = 8''$
(Size: 3'' Min. - 12'' Max.)

Note: Stone shall be fractured with angular faces; no river run

Bed Stone:
Hand Placed Native Stone $D_{50}=15''$ (Size: 12'' Min. - 18'' Max.)

Min. Slope 0.5%

4'' Min. (Embed)

Min. Slope 0.5%

Integrally Colored Concrete Or Grout, Color To Be Determined By Plans or City Of Scottsdale Inspector (Color to match native stone)

2'' Min. Native Bed Material

4'' Min. (Embed)

6'' Min. Conc.

1'' Max.

20'' Min.

6'' Min. Conc.

SECTION A-A

Type 2A - Buried Grouted Rip-Rap Detail

Type 2B - Pneumatically Placed Mortar Detail

Continuous Turndown Along All Edges

Existing Ground

1/2

1

Per Plan

Slope Per Plan

Length And Limits Per Plan

6'' Thick Colored Pneumatically Placed Mortar (Gunite) w/
6 x 6 1.4W x 1/4W WWF Base Compacted to 95%

SECTION AT WALL

Erosion Protection - Type 2
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